FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Contact: Adam Tisdale / 256-665-5316 / adam@doulosresources.org

Kalos Press announces release of latest title, Finding Livelihood by Nancy J. Nordenson.
Oro Valley, AZ, April 15, 2015. Kalos Press, a literary imprint of Doulos Resources, is pleased to
announce the release of its latest title, Finding Livelihood: A Progress of Work and Leisure, by Nancy J.
Nordenson. Finding Livelihood is a book about work, exploring the tensions between the planned life and
the life given and between aspirations and limits.
Commenting about Finding Livelihood, author Luci Shaw wondered, "Can one wrestle meditatively? This
author has learned the art and we are the benefactors." Christianity Today editor Leslie Leyland Fields
commented, "In this extraordinary new book, Nordenson asks what we all want to know: Can our daily
workplace grind really become our daily God-blessed bread?" Marcus Goodyear (of The High Calling)
said, "Finding Livelihood is a breath of radical honesty for the workaday Christian. Nancy Nordenson
does not fear the long dark night shift of the soul, but neither does she accept it. Her real world stories
of people at work inspire and challenge at every turn." And author Bret Lott praised the book, saying,
"This is an absolutely timely book, and an absolutely beautiful one too. Ms. Nordenson examines what
it means to work, and does so in a lyrical, practical, moving, and spirit-filled way."
Finding Livelihood is available in print for an introductory price of $13.95; standard SRP is $14.95; a
digital edition, in Kindle/Mobipocket, ePub, and PDF formats, is also available for $7.99. Both can be
purchased directly from the Doulos Resources eStore (http://estore.doulosresources.org) or from the
book's webpage (http://www.findinglivelihood.net). The print edition is also available through a
growing list of resellers, while the digital edition is available through the Amazon Kindle bookstore,
Apple's iBookstore, B&N Nook store, and others.
Pricing for bookstores and other resellers is offered; for more information on reseller pricing and
terms, call 901.201.4612 or e-mail promotion@doulosresources.org.
Kalos Press was founded in 2011 to give voice to literary expressions including memoir, essay,
biography, poetry, Christian Reflection, and fiction. Kalos Press is an imprint of Doulos Resources,
which was established in 2008 to provide resources that prepare and equip churches, pastors, leaders,
and lay-members for maturity in the faith. They also offer curricula for communicant's classes,
resources for pastoral transitions, and other resources.
For more information, contact Adam Tisdale at adam@doulosresources.org and 256.665.5316 or visit
the Kalos Press/Doulos Resources websites.
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